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Chinese emerging competition policy under the Antimonopoly Law of the
People’s Republic of China (“AML”), like other areas of Chinese law,
emphasizes administrative enforcement over judicial enforcement.[1] However,
the AML does also permit judicial enforcement by People’s Courts through
private actions for damages. Article 50 of the AML provides that “undertakings
that cause loss to others as a result of their Monopolistic Conduct shall be liable
for civil liabilities in accordance with the laws.” People’s Courts across China
have reportedly received numerous complaints under Article 50. With the
release in late 2009 of the first judicial decisions under Article 50 of the AML,
Chinese courts have cautiously assumed a greater role in the evolution of
Chinese antitrust law.
China’s judicial leaders appear to appreciate the complexity of competition
issues and the risks of inconsistent or misguided enforcement. The Supreme
People’s Court (SPC) issued a notice on July 31, 2008 exhorting People’s
Courts at all levels to study the new AML and stressing the complicated blend of
legal and economic issues in competition cases.[2] That notice assigned actions
involving claims under the AML to intellectual property tribunals in the view that
AML cases are generally closely related to intellectual property rights, and
cases under the AntiUnfair Competition Law had historically been assigned to
the same courts responsible for intellectual property matters.[3] The SPC has
not, however, determined which level of court should hear AML cases. The
chief judge of the SPC and several scholars have suggested that jurisdiction
over AML cases should initially lie in the Intermediate People’s Courts.[4] The
Beijing High People’s Court has issued regulations placing initial jurisdiction over
AML actions in the Beijing Intermediate People’s Court.[5] In December 2008,
the Shanghai Second Intermediate People’s Court has reportedly established
China’s first AntiMonopoly Special Collegiate Bench. The AntiMonopoly
Special Collegiate Bench is unique in that is designed to hear both civil cases
under Article 50 and judicial challenges to the enforcement decisions of
[6]

administrative agencies under the AML.[6] Although the SPC is expected to
issue “judicial interpretations” of the AML addressing standing, measures of
damages, and similar issues, such judicial interpretations have not yet been
released.
Sursen v. Shanda
The first substantial judicial decision under the AML involved a dispute between
plaintiff Beijing Sursen Electronic Technology Co., Ltd. (“Sursen”) and
defendants Shanda Interactive Entertainment Limited (“Shanda”) and Shanghai
Xuanting Entertainment Information Technology Co., Ltd. (“Xuanting”).[7] Sursen
contended that Shanda, a leading Chinese operator of online games and
publisher of other online entertainment material, had abused its dominance in
the “online literature” market by causing two authors to cease writing material
for publication on the plaintiff’s website. The material in question was written as
a sequel to an online novel previously published by other authors on the
defendant’s website. On October 23, 2009, the Shanghai First Intermediate
People’s Court dismissed Sursen’s claim. The court ruled that the plaintiff had
failed to establish that Shanda possessed a dominant position in the market for
online literature, noting in part that the plaintiff proclaimed itself to be the world’s
largest online book website. Foreign commentators noted that the court did not
address the more controversial question of whether Shanda’s conduct might in
any event be covered by Article 55 of the AML, which provides that the AML
shall “not apply” to the “exercise of intellectual property rights pursuant to the
stipulations in laws and administrative regulations relating to intellectual
property” but “shall apply to actions taken . . . to eliminate or restrict
competition by abusing intellectual property rights.”
Zhou v. China Mobile
Also on October 23, 2009, the Beijing Second Intermediate People’s Court
announced the settlement of another abuse of dominance complaint filed by a
Chinese lawyer, Zhou Ze, against China Mobile Group Corporation (“China
Mobile”) and its subsidiary China Mobile Group Beijing Co., Ltd. (“China Mobile
Beijing”) before the Beijing Dongcheng District People’s Court in March 2009.[8]
In China, mobile phone service is controlled by a duopoly of two stateowned
companies, China Mobile and China Unicom. Zhou complained that the
defendants abused their dominant market position by imposing unreasonable
trading conditions and applying differential treatment in violation of Articles 17(5)
and 17(6) of the AML. Zhou alleged that China Mobile possessed a 70%
market share in China’s mobile phone service market, exercising joint dominance
with China Unicom. Zhou complained that China Mobile had abused its
dominance by charging him a “monthly rental fee” of RMB 50 as part of the “Go
Tone” plan, even though he owned his own mobile phone.[9] Zhou also alleged
that China Mobile Beijing charged “GoTone” users a monthly fee of RMB 50
while charging users of the service brands of “Easy own” and “Mzone” a much
lower monthly fee or no monthly fee at all. Zhou challenged these practices as
price discrimination in violation of the AML and the Price Law.
According to Zhou, the Beijing Dongcheng District People’s Court accepted the
case on March 30, 2009 and conducted a hearing on May 7, 2009. On June 5,

2009, Beijing Dongcheng District People’s Court informed the plaintiff that the
case had been transferred to Beijing Second Intermediate People’s Court, the
proper court of competent jurisdiction.[10] The Beijing Second Intermediate
People’s Court accepted the case on July 30, 2009, and heard arguments on
September 7, 2009 and October 19, 2009.
Under Chinese judicial procedure, courts routinely seek to mediate disputes and
recommend settlements before proceeding to judgment.[11] In this case, both
parties accepted a settlement through which China Mobile agreed to permit
Zhou to switch to an alternative mobile phone service plan without a monthly fee
and to make a onetime payment of RMB 1,000 characterized as a “premium”
to Zhou. Accordingly, this highlypublicized litigation did not result in any formal
judicial decision entailing the interpretation or application of the AML.
Renren v. Baidu
The most detailed judicial ruling under Article 50 of the AML emerged on
December 18, 2009, when the first Intermediate People’s Court of Beijing
dismissed claims that Baidu, a leading Chinese language search engine, had
abused its dominant market position in violation of the AML.[12]
The plaintiff, Tangshan Renren Information Service Co. Ltd. (“Renren”), provides
information of pharmaceuticals and other medical issues through its website
qmyyw.com. Renren’s allegations focused on Baidu’s “bid ranking” practices.
Baidu enters “bid ranking agreements” with website operators through which
website operators “bid” for keywords. When an internet user searches for one
of the keywords through the search engine, the companies which have bid on
the ranking of those keywords will be listed among the top results. The bidding
company is charged whenever an internet user clicks its link and enters the web
page of the ranked company. To promote traffic to its website, Renren entered
a “bid ranking agreement” with Baidu for the period from March 2008 to
September 2008. In May 2008, Renren began lowering its bids. According to
Renren, it subsequently determined that the number of its pages which could be
found through Baidu (regardless of bidding) dropped substantially.[13] Renren
alleged that Baidu had blocked its webpages in response to Renren’s reduced
participation in bidranking, noting that it could find 6690 pages of its website
through Google but find only four of its website pages through Baidu.
In October 2008, Renren filed an administrative complaint with the SAIC alleging
that Baidu had abused its dominant position.[14] [15] On December 25, 2008,
Renren filed a complaint with the First Intermediate People’s Court of Beijing.
Renren alleged that Baidu’s conduct constituted an abuse of dominance, and
sought compensation of 1.106 million RMB and the unblocking of its website
pages.
The court formally accepted the complaint on January 6, 2009.[16] On April 22,
2009, the court conducted a hearing involving testimony from technical experts
from both parties.[17] On December 18, 2009, the court announced the
judgment.
First, the court agreed with the plaintiff that the relevant market was the market

for “that the “search engine services in China,” rejecting Baidu’s claim that
services provided to consumers for free could not be considered a “market.”
Second, the court ruled that the plaintiff had failed to prove that Baidu was
dominant in this mark. Although the plaintiff had submitted articles from
business periodicals estimating Baidu’s market share between 65% and 70%,
the court considered such evidence insufficient to “to assure the court that the
market share is determined based on scientific and objective analysis” because
the underlying data and methodology was not provided. Third, the court
accepted Baidu’s argument that any reduction in the ranking of Renren’s pages
was pursuant to Baidu’s published policy of downranking websites affected by
“hyperlink cheating,” a practice whereby website operators embed hidden or
irrelevant contents in their pages to manipulate page rankings. Baidu submitted
notarized reports indicating that Renren’s pages contained many “junk
hyperlinks.” Accordingly, the court concluded that such measures would be
“justified” under Chapter III of the AML, and hence should not be considered an
“abuse of dominance.” Accordingly, the court dismissed all charges against
Baidu.
These decisions represent the first steps in Chinese antitrust jurisprudence.
Although China’s quasicivil system does not treat precedents as binding, judicial
rulings in highprofile cases often reflect informal consultation among courts at
different levels and careful consideration of government policies. These rulings
may signal the judiciary’s wariness of inviting frivolous abuse of dominance
claims or undermining critical industrial policies or economic reforms with a
liberal approach to abuse of dominance claims. Decisions on more provocative
issuesranging from complaints of abusive IP licensing practices by allegedly
dominant foreign firms or challenges to alleged cartels among former or current
SOE’slie ahead, and it remains to be seen whether the SPC will confront novel
issues with a sweeping judicial interpretation or leave these questions to the
lower courts. In any event, the Peoples’ Courts are now active players in the
development of antitrust with Chinese characteristics.
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